Pomeranian:
Queen ready to be spoilt for the rest of my life. Love
spending time at the parlour. Wanna come with, babes?

Beagle:
I can smell you smell nice
from here.
Miniature Schnauzer:
Grumpy old man looking for
someone to trim my beard.

FIND YOUR PERFECT MATCH
Dogs are our soulmates. But when it comes to finding ‘the one’, one size
definitely does not fit all. We asked a couple of popular breeds to
introduce themselves…

Jack Russell:
Some call
me high
maintenance
but that’s not
true. I just have
a lot of love to
give. And give.
And give.

Golden Retriever:
Loves long walks on the
beach. Every day’s a good
hair day for me.
German Shepherd:
I’ll never let anyone mess
with you again. I’ll guard
your heart with my life.
Border Collie:
Looking for a smart
companion to stimulate me
mentally. Eager to please.
English Bulldog:
Can you handle
curvaliscious?

Whippet:
People think I take
things too fast. But,
in reality, all I want
to do is cuddle up
under a blanket.

Bull Terrier:
Sorry, was that?
A slipper? Nice!
French Poodle:
You want to be seen next to
ME in the park?! Better dress
up darling.
Dachshund:
I might be short, but I got a
big mouth. Love getting
back massages.
Yorkie:
Not gonna lie, definitely not the
quiet wallflower in the room…
They say dynamite comes in
small packages…

Rottweiler:
Tough with a soft heart
looking for my forever
companion.

Labrador:
Wanna go out with me?
Wanna go out with me?
Please go out with me!
Let’s go!

Great Dane:
Friendly giant with a laidback vibe. Not too
big to fit on your couch.

Now that a few of the famous dog breeds introduced themselves, we at
JOCK are sure you know exactly which breed will be the perfect match for
you. Enjoy finding your perfect furry match.

